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Chapter One
Tristan spoke with extreme annoyance ‘’ Find the name of this so called hero and
bring his head to my throne those who manage to do to so will be granted a large
portion my venomous blood.’’ The ominous aura that emerged for Tristan froze his
subordinates in fear. ‘’You're dismissed!’’ Demanded Tristan.
Tristan now in fear as no-one in a millennia has been able to kill 3 of his high ranking
subordinates let alone 1.

2 days later…
‘’I have returned the princess Tristan’s subordinates, your majesty,’’Said the warrior.
‘’ Thank you Ragnol I hope you will continue to serve me as a knight’’ Said a pleased
King. As all was being said Ichigo (one of Tristan's subordinates) was listening the
whole time he also found out Ragnol had a daughter accompanying him at the
Liones Castle. He was eager to become a stronger warrior to prove himself to Tristan
that he is worthy of his honour. So he immediately went to report to Tristan but it
would take three weeks back but he had a magic orb that could take him in a matter
of 2-7 days so he uses the orb to get back to Tristan.

5 days later..
‘’Lord Tristan I have come to report to you that I have found the location of them man
who slayed three of our warriors, I also have some more information about him his
name is Ragnol titled The strongest knight of Liones he is half human half angel who
stays with his daughter who is accompanying him at the castle I hope this
information will be useful to you my Lord,’’ Ichigo exclaimed. Ichigo was ecstatic to
finally be recognized by Tristan and also felt pleased as it was a long time since he
had been noticed.
‘’You may lift your head, the information you have shared with me will surely be
rewarded but I ask why you did not kill him.’’Tristan ranted.
‘’ My lord I chose not to attack because he had taken out 3 high ranking warriors and
I am simply a lower rank and would be slaughtered effortlessly.’’ explained Ichigo.
Tristan, called Lancelot(his strongest warrior) to establish a great plan to put an end
to Ragnol deciding to send himself and Lancelot to assassinate Ragnol by capturing
his daughter at dawn.



Chapter Two

Liones Ark
Tristan and Lancelot went on their journey to assassinate Ragnol as he was a huge
threat to the Demon Race as his magic could purify a demon's soul. 5 days later

‘’We have arrived, my Lord.’’ said Lancelot.The plan was for Lancelot to silence the
King and Tristan to capture Ragnol’s daughter. The plan was in set and they split
ways prepared for battle Tristan with his demon eye was able to sense the princess
from a mile away instantly teleporting to her room putting her in a coffin of eternal
darkness, as the seal was beginning to take control Ragnol heard a loud scream
come from his daughter room so immediately flew to her room kicking Tristan out the
wall and drew his holy sword Rhitta. Lancelot heard the competition and immediately
went to help but got decapitated instantly turning into dust in a matter of seconds -
killing him.
‘’ H-H How is that possible he is even on par with my level of power!’’ muttered
Tristan. But suddenly he started gagging up blood not realising he has got
decapitated ultimately killing the King Of Curses.

The End


